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About the Artist, Matthew D.
Rebecca H., 7th Grade
The cover artist of this edition is 3rd grader Matthew D.. When Matthew first heard the theme, Here Comes the Sun, he thought of animals waking
up. Reflected in his drawing is Matthew’s favorite thing about spring, warm weather. This means he gets to play outside more.
Matthew likes snakes. One particular snake he has read about and likes is the Black Mamba. He enjoys reading about animals from all over the
world. The person he drew in the picture is his mom. This is Matthew’s first artwork submission; it took about 10-15 minutes to draw the picture.
Matthew says, “Drawing is awesome. I think drawing is easy and it is fun. I am inspired by events and things I have done. My dad inspires me to draw
because he is really good.” Thank you, Matthew, for your contribution to the spring edition of Wildcat Tales!

A Message from our Student Council Vice President
Eddie P., 8th Grade
Hi everyone! We, your student council, hope you have been having a fun, faithful year. Keep reading for a recap of all the festivities we have
enjoyed and a sneak peak of what’s to come.
Back in January, the eighth graders received their parts for The Wizard of Oz. The teachers, students, and parents have been working hard to put on
an amazing show in May, and it surely will not disappoint.
In early February, the students and teachers celebrated Catholic Schools Week. The students dressed down in a different outfit each day. Monday
was Celebrating Our Sixtieth Anniversary, and we dressed down in our best 60s outfits. On Tuesday, the eighth graders dominated the teachers in
the annual volleyball game while all the students wore their favorite sports jerseys. Thursday was everyone’s favorite, Pajama Day, and we saw
everything from cow onesies to unicorn costumes. Finally, we finished off the week with character day, and the school was suddenly crawling with
Dwight Schrutes, Jim Halperts, Elevens, Dustins, Teenaged Mutant Ninja Turtles, and much more.
Also, back in later February, we dressed in our favorite Valentine’s Day apparel to raise money. Your generous donations raised over $475 for Johns
Hopkins, and all your outfits were outstanding. Then, in March, the seventh graders spoiled us with their excellent service and delicious pancakes.
We all enjoyed our pancakes decked out in our greens and jeans for St. Patrick’s Day.
It’s been a meaningful Lent, and Easter is almost here. Keep plugging away, and I assure you that your sacrifices will pay off. Thank you and have a
nice rest of the year.

SPRING TRAVEL
Awesome Places to Visit on Spring Break
Matthew R., 6th Grade
Everyone knows about Washington D.C.’s famous museums like
the National Air and Space Museum. Well, how many of you
know about Ford’s Theater or the International Spy Museum?
Ford’s Theater is the place where Abraham Lincoln was
assassinated. To see the stage and where Abraham Lincoln was
sitting when he was shot is fascinating. Before you enter the
theater, you go through a hallway where you see both Abraham
Lincoln’s day and John Wilkes Booth’s day before Abraham
Lincoln was assassinated.

Ford’s theater has a ranger talk that only happens a few times a day. I
recommend reserving tickets online so that you do not have wait in the
long line. The ranger talk is a short little speech that describes what
happened. Underneath the theater is a little museum that is impressive.
Another place I recommend is the International Spy Museum. It is one of
the finest museums I have ever been to. The museum explains about spies
during different times. You can also go through a fake air vent. The air
vent has a sound sensor to hear if you are quiet. If you are a James Bond
fan you have to visit this museum. There is a whole section about James
Bond and all the different bad guys he fought. In the James Bond section
there is one part where you have to hold onto the bar while wind is
blowing at you. I would definitely recommend arriving early, though.
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SPRING TRAVEL
continued

A New Basilica in the Arlington Diocese!
Kit S., Editor, 8th Grade

Going to Mexico
Andrea M., 2nd Grade
In April, I will be going to Mexico. I am
very excited because one year ago, we went
there and I had so much fun due to the great
entertainment staff. They organize all sorts
of games, activities, and trivia all day long.
Upon our arrival, we get wrist bands that
allow you to get free food all day and access
to all activities even water sports! When we
get to the pool area, the entertainment staff
starts early getting everyone motivated to
play games, dance, answer trivia, and even
do cooking classes. There is a big activities
board that tells you the time and place. I
participated in so many activities, and I
became good friends with the entertainment
staff. They even work in the evening
performing nightly shows. My favorite show
is the Michael Jackson Show because the
impersonator is amazing. There is so much
to do all day long and I can’t wait to see the
staff again for a fun filled week of activities.
This is why I like to go to Mexico.
Peanut Allergy Cure? My OIT Journey
Jillian S., 2nd Grade
Peanut Oral Immunotherapy (OIT) is when a
doctor helps a person build up the amount of
peanut that their body can handle. It’s sort of
like allergy shots but instead of a shot, I get
to eat something. OIT can also be used for
other food allergies, not just peanuts.
I was diagnosed with a peanut allergy when
I was 11 months old and ever since then I
have had to carry an epi-pen with me, sit at
the nut-free table for lunch, and avoid nuts
and foods made in a factory that uses nuts.
Thousands of people have completed OIT
for food allergies but not many allergists
offer OIT yet. In August 2017 my OIT
allergist was the first doctor in Northern
Virginia to offer peanut OIT and I was his
very first patient to begin treatment. My
parents give me a special dose of peanut
every evening then I need to rest (no
jumping or running) for two hours. Every 14
days I visit my allergist and I am given a
larger amount of peanut.
Contd.

Artist:Victoria D.
3rd Grade

DID YOU KNOW?
Peanut Allergy Cure? My OIT Journey
Continued
He gives me enough doses until my next
updose appointment. I have never had a bad
reaction to an updose, but some people
might.
When I started OIT my first dose was
1/121,951 of a peanut and today I am eating
1/12th of a peanut! The best thing about OIT
is that if I can finish the program I can eat
peanuts if I want to and I won’t have to the
read food labels for peanuts or be scared of
accidentally eating peanuts.
People may think OIT is a cure but it’s not.
OIT is re-training my body to not see
peanuts as an enemy, but I will always be
allergic to peanuts until a cure is discovered.
Until then, OIT will keep me safe!
If you want to learn more about OIT you
can go to this website: www.oit101.org

A great honor has recently been given to a
223-year-old church in our Diocese. Bishop
Burbidge announced at Sunday Mass on
January 14th, 2018 that St. Mary Catholic
Church will now be called “The Basilica of
Saint Mary.” The Basilica of St. Mary is the
first basilica in Northern Virginia. St. Mary
Catholic Church is known as the first
Catholic parish in Virginia. It was founded
in 1795, and dates back to George
Washington, who donated money to the new
parish.
Every Catholic diocese has a cathedral, a
church that is considered a headquarters. For
the Diocese of Arlington, the cathedral is
The Cathedral of St. Thomas More in
Arlington, Virginia. Not all dioceses have
basilicas, though, so it really is a significant
honor for the Diocese of Arlington to now
have one. A basilica is designated by the
Vatican based on historical significance and
architectural design. There is only one other
basilica in Virginia, the Basilica of St. Mary
of the Immaculate Conception in Norfolk,
Virginia. The other basilica, which is in the
Washington, DC area, is the much beloved
Basilica of the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception. OLGC 3rd graders
go visit this famous Basilica every year.
It is believed that due to this new honor,
Catholic tourists from around the world will
now travel to visit The Basilica of St. Mary.
Living in this area, we are very fortunate, as
we can visit this special church without
traveling very far at all!

My Season Poem
Mallory V., 6th Grade
Autumn
Autumn’s beautiful
Colorful leaves in trees
Love the sweater weather
Winter
Snowflakes are falling
There is a chill in the air
It's time for coco
Spring
Spring is here; we cheer
Aroma of cherry trees
Birds singing sweet songs
Summer
Ice cold lemonade
Sun's rays shining on my face
Splashes from the pool

Artist: Ella H.
4th Grade
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Poem
Ella H., 4th Grade
Spring
Green, windy
Falling, blooming, growing
Flowers, grass, sun, pool
Swimming, shining, playing
Fun, humid
Summer
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A popular movie this winter is The Greatest
Showman. Starring Hugh Jackman, it is
about the life of P.T. Barnum in the 1800s.
He had the idea for the first circus. He gets a
lot of unique and unusual people together
and starts a circus with them.
The movie is
character in the
favorite scene
scene. I would
movie to you.

a musical. My favorite
movie is P.T. Barnum. My
is the dancing bartender
definitely recommend this

The Bocock family also saw it and they
really liked it, too. Their family liked P.T.
Barnum,
Zendaya’s
character;
Anne
Wheeler; and Zach Efron’s character, Philip.
The scenes they liked were the negotiation
scene and the first and last dance scenes.

The book I am reviewing is Strange the
Dreamer by Laini Taylor. This book is about
an orphan named Lazlo Strange who dreams
of going to the lost city of Weep, which was
shut off from the outside world mysteriously
many years ago. One day, soldiers from
Weep enter Lazlo’s hometown and he agrees
to go with them to Weep. There, Lazlo learns
of secrets he could never imagine about
himself, the lost city, and the true power of is
dreams. Laini Taylor uses vivid imagery to
tell the story, with rich details and characters
you can hardly imagine. This book is simply
beautiful in its hopeful telling of an orphan
who dared to dream. Overall, I would
definitely recommend it to a friend and read
it again.

P.T. Barnum was a real person. He died in
1891. A famous quote he said was, “The
noblest art is that of making others happy.”
Sports Illustrated for Kids Magazine
Review
Aidan S., 5th Grade
One of my Christmas presents was to get
Sports Illustrated for Kids magazine. It
comes in the mail every month and every
month it is about different things that are
happening in sports. I am always excited
when it comes in the mail because it is fun to
read!
There are a lot of different articles and
pictures in the magazine. One of my favorite
that is in every issue is the “Freeze Frame”
photos. These are pictures of funny or
interesting things that happened recently in
sports. In every magazine there are also
posters that you can pull out and hang up.
The posters are big and really neat. Another
part of the magazine that I like a lot is at the
end and is called “End Zone”. In this section
kids from all over the U.S. send in pictures
of athletes they drew. Some of the drawings
are really, really good! My absolute favorite
part of Sports Illustrated for Kids magazine
is the comic pages. I always read the comics
first.
I would recommend this magazine to
everyone, especially if you like sports. You
will really like it! Or you can go to our
school’s library and read it there because the
library gets Sports Illustrated for Kids, too.

Cover Artists
Spring: Matthew D.
Winter: Riya A.
Reviewer
Ms. Gonzales
Moderator
Ms. Richards

Strange the Dreamer Book Review
Catie B., 8th Grade

Artist: Gabbrielle D.
1st Grade

To Kill a Mockingbird Movie Review
Ian M., 8th Grade
To Kill a Mockingbird is an intense film
based from the book of the same title, written
by Harper Lee. The movie is directed by
Robert Mulligan, who was a popular director
in the 1960s. The plot revolves around the
Finch family who live in the fictional
southern town of Maycomb, Alabama,
during the Great Depression in the 1930s.
The patriarch of the family, Atticus Finch, is
knee deep in a court case about a man
accused of assault. Atticus’s children—tenyear-old Jem and six-year-old Scout—
meanwhile are advancing through school, but
Scout’s aggressive attitude is not tolerated by
everyone. Her brother, Jem, is more calm,
cool, and collected. They are curious about
their neighbor, Boo Radley, and they sneak
into the courthouse to watch their father
represent a man who is despised by the white
people of Maycomb.
To Kill a Mockingbird is an amazing movie
because a woman is the first-person narrator
who portrays and explores the characters’
lives in the town of Maycomb as she
remembers them. George Peck excellently
played the role of Atticus, while Jem was
played by Phillip Alford. Scout was played
by Mary Badham. The movie has a gritty
portrayal of Maycomb as an old southern
town enduring the height of the Great
Depression. There are many plots in the
movie because it takes place during the Great
Depression, when the citizens of Maycomb
pay for services with food and goods, and the
mystery revolving around the origin of Boo
Radley, who the children imagine as a
monster who never leaves his house. In my
opinion, the movie adaption of To Kill a
Mockingbird is well directed and can be
enjoyed by all, young and old.
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WILDCAT CLUBS
Lego Robotics Club
Selma K., 3rd Grade
The Lego Robotics teams are very successful
and continue to improve. The team is very
competitive and enjoys racing in the club. We
all learn from our mistakes. Team Leader Mr.
Jeff Zures accompanied by Mr. Tom Flanigan
prepare the team for competition against other
schools.
In the club, groups of four team members
build robots out of Legos and conduct races.
We use motors to make robots accelerate like
cars. The club is eager to display our projects
at the Lego Expo at Capital One Arena on
March 31st. The aqua adventure theme shows
the journey water makes to our homes and
ways to improve water efficiency. For
example, Maggie Carcillo’s project displayed
an efficient water model.
I enjoy the team because we are very
successful. We enjoy robot races such as the
most recent creation we made, Milo. The
challenge was to connect two Milos and circle
around our team logo. Racing the Milo was
fun but challenging. The team was especially
challenged while maneuvering the Milo
around the team logo. I encourage you to join
the club. I will enjoy seeing you there!
Cub Scout Pinewood Derby
Sean L., 2nd Grade
The Pinewood Derby is a Cub Scout car race.
For the race, parents help scouts build and
decorate cars made of wood. The cars race on
a metal track built by the older Boy Scouts.
The first Pinewood Derby was in California,
in 1953.
Pack 976, the OLGC Boy Scout and Cub
Scout pack, held their Pinewood Derby on
January 21, 2018, in the OLGC Counsel
Room. The Cub Scouts built cars that were
unique and fun to watch. George Lesch was
the repeat pack champion. Andreas Millradt
took second place. Sean Loewenstein was in
third place, Ronan McConville won fourth,
and Mateo Panzera took fifth.
The winners from each Cub Scout den, or
small grade-level group, got to go to the
George Mason District Pinewood Derby on
February 3rd at Fairfax Presbyterian Church.
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Coding Club
Selma K., 3rd Grade

The House League Tournament
Sammie M., 8th grade

Coding Club is an educational program that
uses Scratch. Scratch is a program that teaches
kids how to write block script code on the
computer. The team leading the club is called
the Silver Knights. In class, students can read
from a booklet to create or make their own
program. Our club designs programs, such as
“Cat and Mouse Chase.” To create a program,
first design a sprite (a character you program
or create) to chase a mouse. Once you finish
creating a program, save it to your USB. Then
you can enjoy your creation at home!

The girls had a very exciting House League
tournament. The tournament started off with
the Holy Hoopers (Kodrowski) beating The
Phoenix (Dabich) 25-11. The very next game,
the Queens of the Court (Page) beat the
Shooting Stars (Allen) by 2 points. After their
big victory over the Phoenix, the Holy
Hoopers beat Electric Shock (Andres) by only
three points. The Holy Hoopers worked their
way through the winner’s bracket, defeating
Queens of the Court (Page) 10-8 to earn a spot
in the finals. Meanwhile, Electric Shock
worked their way through the loser’s bracket,
defeating the Shooting Stars (Allen), and the
Queens of the Court for a rematch against the
Holy Hoopers.

The club has brought great knowledge to
OLGC! It is a great way to have fun and create
new programs! It is a great club. I learned how
to write programs and use my Scratch program
at home. I suggest you try it!
OLGC Computer Club Takes Flight at
iFly!
Aidan S., 5th Grade
The Computer Club had the best time
yesterday after school going to iFly in
Ashburn, VA! iFly is such a fun place! It is
where you can actually feel like you are
flying!
Mrs. Briody, who leads our Computer Club,
organized the trip and we met there. She told
us that iFly is a really good example of virtual
reality, which we talk about in Computer
Club. They have a really strong wind tunnel
there and you feel like you are skydiving, but
it is really safe too.
We first made two groups and an iFly
instructor taught us hand signals that he said
he would use in the wind tunnel, since it is so
loud and you can’t talk in there. We also all
had to change into flight suits and wear
goggles and a helmet. Finally, it was time and
each of us had a turn in the wind tunnel. It
looked so easy watching but when it was your
turn it was actually hard to keep your legs
straight. The instructors were great and stayed
with each of us, giving us hand signals about
what to do. On our second try it was easier and
SO MUCH FUN! Even Mrs. Briody flew in
the wind tunnel. We had the best time!

The championship was an exciting game the
whole way through. With three seconds left in
the first half and a tied score, Grace Faughnan
made a free throw to put her team, Electric
Shock, up 8-7. After winning the first half,
Electric Shock gained momentum and started
to pull away. However, the Holy Hoopers
came back and kept the game close before
losing 24-20.
Ava W. of Electric Shock played last year for
the Lightning Bolts, last year’s champions.
This makes her the only girl to win two
championships in the past two years. It was
definitely a very close and exciting
championship game. Congrats to the Electric
Shock and the Lightning Bolts for making it to
the championship!
The boys had an exciting House League
tournament from beginning to end as well. The
first boy’s game of the tournament, featuring
the Holy Burritos (Goss) and Juice (Holden),
was close right up until the very end, with the
Holy Burritos winning by 5 points. The Holy
Burritos went on to play the Holy Cows
(Briody) where the Holy Cows emerged
victorious. Later, Dude Perfect (Strine) beat
The Destroyers (Fayer) 31-22. After their big
win, Dude Perfect was defeated by the Blue
Devils (Francese). The Blue Devils won their
next game against the Holy Cows 20-18 to
clinch a spot in the finals. Meanwhile, Dude
Perfect worked their way through the loser’s
bracket, playing The Destroyers again and this
time winning by 27. From there, Dude Perfect
beat the Holy Cows for a chance to play for a
championship.
The championship was a rematch between
Dude Perfect and the Blue Devils. It was back
and forth the entire game, with the lead
changing many times, even in the final
minutes. The Blue Devils won 20-18 in the
final seconds of the game. Like the girls’
championship game, it was a very competitive
and close game. Congratulations to both teams
for playing so well!
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WILDCAT SPORTS
continued
Nationals 2018 Season Preview
Landon M., 2nd Grade
With the Washington Nationals reporting to
spring training on February 12th, expectations
are high going into the 2018 season. The 2017
Nationals posted the second-best record in the
National League, won the NL East division,
but ultimately lost to the Chicago Cubs in the
NLDS. However, with most of the roster
largely still intact, the team and fans are
hoping that this is the year the Nationals
finally break through and get to the World
Series.
Washington is being picked by most analysts
to win the NL East in 2018. The team has
averaged nearly 93 wins per season and took
home four division titles in the last six years.
The NL East’s other teams are in mostly rebuilding mode, including the Miami Marlins,
Atlanta Braves, and Philadelphia Phillies. The
Nationals’ strongest division competition will
likely come from the New York Mets, who
have a solid core lineup and could create some
challenges.
The Nationals starting pitching rotation should
be one of the best in baseball. Washington’s
top pitchers, Max Scherzer and Stephen
Strasburg, finished first and third in the NL Cy
Young voting in 2017. They are both healthy
and ready for the 2018 season. In addition, Gio
Gonzalez is coming off a career season with 15
wins and a 2.96 ERA. With veteran Tanner
Roark returning and an improved pitching
bullpen, the Nationals should have solid
performance on the mound.
The rest of the roster should produce some
exciting moments this season. Led by All-Stars
Bryce Harper, Daniel Murphy, and Ryan
Zimmerman, the Nationals’ lineup has a
combination of power hitting and productivity
from top to bottom. Keep an eye out for
possible big seasons from third-year shortstop
Trea Turner as well as rookie Victor Robles,
one of the top prospects in baseball. With this
young talent matched with several superstar
veterans, the Nationals should cause issues for
opposing pitchers throughout the year.
Lineup cornerstones Bryce Harper and Daniel
Murphy will be free agents at the end of this
season, making this one of the Nationals’ best
chances to go after the title. The team has the
talent and motivation to make 2018 one of the
best years in franchise history. Go Nats!!!
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2018 Pyeongchang Olympic Winter Games
Margaret M., Co-Editor, 8th Grade

March Madness Facts
Dave M., 6th Grade

On February 8, the Winter Olympics began.
With sports like snowboarding, figure skating,
skiing, and speed skating, many Americans
became interested and tuned into NBC to
watch. At these Olympics in Pyeongchang,
legends returned to continue their medal
streak, but young athletes also made their
Olympic debut in hopes of medaling, too.

Did you know that...
1. The odds for filling out a perfect March
Madness bracket is one in
9,223,372,036,854,775,808.
2. A # 16 seed has never beaten a # 1 seed.
3. Kansas City in Missouri has hosted more
Final Fours than any other city. (They’ve
hosted 10.)
4. UCONN is the only school to have won the
tournament for the men and the women.
5. The lowest seed to win the tournament was
an eight seed. (Villanova in 1985.)
6. The only time that all four # 1 seeds went to
the Final Four was in 2008.
7. The first NCAA men’s tournament had only
eight teams. (It was held in 1939).
8. UCLA has won the most NCAA
tournaments. (They have won 11)
9. The most points scored by one player in a
tournament game was 61, by Notre Dame’s
Austin Carr.
10. A # 5 seed has never won a championship.
(Only three # 5 seeds have ever made it, and
they all lost).

Shaun White, a half-pipe snowboarder born in
San Diego, came to Pyeongchang this year
after scoring a perfect 100.00 on his qualifying
round. In 2018 he achieved another gold
medal, following his two other Olympic golds
from 2006 and 2010. Shaun White currently
holds many records in the X Games and the
Olympics.
Chloe Kim’s story is a little different than
Shaun’s, however. Chloe Kim, another halfpipe snowboarder from Southern California, is
only 17 as she competes in her first Olympic
Games. She was speculated to be a gold-medal
contender this year, and she delivered. Chloe
won gold in the half pipe over 10 points ahead
of second place as her parents cheered her on
from the sidelines with homemade signs.
Hopefully, we’ll see her next time with a few
more medals!
Lastly, Nathan Chen hopes to top the charts in
these Olympic games. While he had a few
uncharacteristic falls in the team figure skating
event, we hope to see him win a gold medal in
the individual event. He is known as the “Quad
King”, because he can consistently land quad
jumps every performance, even though it’s one
of the most difficult to land. Let’s cheer on
America in these Olympics and the next!
A Reunion at the 8th Grade vs. Teacher
Volleyball Game
Kit S., Editor, 8th Grade
Catholic Schools Week was once again an
exciting and fun time at OLGC! A highlight of
the week, especially for the 8th graders, was
the annual teachers vs. 8th grade volleyball
game. 8th graders look forward to this tradition
for years. But before the game even started,
we had a wonderful surprise. One of our
former classmates, Sean C., returned to OLGC
for a visit and to help us battle the teachers in
the game!
Sean’s family moved to White Plains, New
York, at the end of our 7th grade year. We
have all missed having him at OLGC, and
were so excited to see him in the gym right
before the game. It just added to the
excitement of the day.
“I just thought that I haven’t seen everyone in
a while and I was hoping to catch everyone at
the same time,” he said. Sean traveled five
hours from White Plains, New York, missing
two days of school, to come support us. “I was
very surprised and happy that I was able to
join everyone out on the court.” After the
game, the entire 8th grade signed one of our
special t-shirts for Sean to take home.
Mr. Tecala, a parent of 8th grader Johnny, said
it best upon seeing Sean among his OLGC
friends. “It shows how OLGC is more than
just a school – it’s a community.”

NCAA College Basketball Season
Peter F., 4th Grade
A lot has changed since the beginning of the
NCAA college basketball season. Many teams
that were very good at the start of the year
aren’t as good as we thought they were. Some
teams offered big surprises as to how good
they are. At the beginning of the season,
Purdue was ranked 25th in the country. Now,
they are ranked 3rd. At the start of the season,
Florida was ranked 7th. Now, they are ranked
24th in the country.
With all these rankings in place, the real
question remains: Who is good enough to win
6 games in a row in the NCAA tournament?
My top 2 choices are Villanova and Virginia. I
think this because both teams can consistently
win tough games. Duke is a good team, but
with the losses to St. Johns and Boston
College, I don’t think they can win the highpressure games that the tournament brings.
These are my predictions, but you can make
your own with the polls below.
Preseason poll:
1. Duke
2. Michigan State
3. Arizona
4. Kansas
5. Kentucky
6. Villanova
7. Wichita State
8. Florida
9. North Carolina
10. Southern California
Week 12 poll:
1. Villanova
2. Virginia
3. Purdue
4. Duke
5. Michigan State
6. Xavier
7. Kansas
8. Cincinnati
9. Arizona
10. Texas Tech
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WILDCAT BITES
Sweet Leaf, From Farm to Fork
CC J., 7th grade
As you drive along 123 on a half day, most
OLGC kids look around and try to find a good
place to eat, as we are let out right before lunch
on these days. Most people would pick Mod
Pizza, Cava, or even Taco Bell before even
giving a glance to a little quaint restaurant
right on the corner.
Sweet Leaf serves one of the best chicken
Caesar salads I have ever eaten in my life! Its
smooth dressing drizzled over the crunchy
lettuce gave a cooling sensation to my tongue.
If you’re not a salad person, you might want to
try their soups, which are served on a daily
basis. Along with a tasty entree, pick up a
fresh-squeezed orange juice or a lemonade to
quench your thirst. The lemonade was
relaxing, but also made me feel as though it
were a crisp, summer day in August again. For
dessert, pick up my favorite treat, a cheesecake
brownie. Its smooth layers not only gave it
height, but it was nice and soft as though it was
a new blanket.
Overall, I believe Sweet Leaf is a restaurant
that has not had a chance to prove itself against
all the chain restaurants. I would give this
restaurant 5 out of 5 stars for its taste, quality,
quantity, and service.

Recipe for Dessert Hamburgers
Lily J., 7th Grade
Ingredients:
-

Yellow or white cupcake mix (and all
the ingredients needed for that)
Brownie mix (and all the ingredients
needed for that)
Green spray cupcake icing
Red spray cupcake icing
Yellow spray cupcake icing
White sesame seeds (optional)

Ingredients:
2 peppers (any color)
4 Roma tomatoes
¾ of a cucumber
1 pound of cavatappi pasta
Gerard’s Old Venice salad dressing
Directions:
1. Set pasta in boiling water (see pasta
box for further instructions)
2. Chop vegetables into bite-sized pieces
3. Mix pasta and vegetables
4. Pour on the salad dressing
5. Chill prepared pasta in the refrigerator
until cold
6. Enjoy!

Ingredients:

Directions:
-

Make both the cake mix and brownie
mix per the instructions on the box and
pour in cupcake pans
When those are completely cooled, cut
each cupcake in half horizontally
Layer the cut pieces and remainder of
ingredients as follows:

1. Bottom half of yellow/white cupcake
2. Bottom half of brownie cupcake
3. Squeeze on the green icing (lettuce),
red icing (ketchup or tomatoes), and yellow
icing (mustard or cheese), making sure that
it is close to the outer edge so that it shows
when the top is on.
4. Finally, put on the top half of the
yellow/white cupcake
5. (Optional) Sprinkle some sesame
seeds on top
Note:

How to Make Pasta Salad
Peter F., 4th Grade

The Perfect St. Patrick’s Day Recipe: Irish
Brown Bread
Kit S., 8th grade

The number of dessert hamburgers varies
based on the number of cupcakes and “brownie
cupcakes” made.
ENJOY!

2 ¼ cups whole wheat flour
2 ¼ cups all-purpose flour
1 ½ cups rolled oats
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar
2 ½ cups buttermilk
Directions:
STEP 1:
- Heat the oven to 400. Combine everything
but the buttermilk in a large bowl and stir
the ingredients with your hands. Make a
well in the mixture and pour in 1 ½ cups
of the buttermilk.
STEP 2:
- Continue mixing with your hands, adding
the remaining cup of buttermilk as you
combine the ingredients the resulting
dough will be wet and very sticky.
STEP 3:
- Dust your hands with flour, shape the
dough into a ball, and place it on a floured
cookie sheet (we used a nonstick baking
mat). With a knife, score a deep X in the
top of the ball, widening it with the sides
of the blade as you cut.
STEP 4:
- Bake the bread until it is golden brown,
about 50 minutes. Transfer it to a wire
rack and let it cool for at least 10 minutes
before slicing.
STEP 5:
- Enjoy!
Note:
Makes a crusty, dense loaf about 7 inches in
diameter.
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WILDCAT UPDATES
The Lenten Fish Fry
Anthony G., 6th grade
The Fish Fry is back this year. If you don’t know what it is, the Fish Fry started a year ago
for abiding to the Lenten law of no meat on Fridays. The Fish Fry is perfect for friends to
hang out or family to have fun! It is full of delicious meals and drinks. My personal favorite
is the fish and chips with a soda. Another reason to go is to help the 7th graders earn their
service hours for Confirmation. I personally recommend you go check it out this year. I
guarantee it will be fun!

The Yale Whiffenpoofs
Emma L., 8th Grade
The Yale Whiffenpoofs have been around since the year 1909, and many would say they are the most famous college a cappella group in the world.
Every year, rising seniors try out for fourteen coveted positions to keep the legacy of the group going, and those who are selected get the opportunity
to experience a touch of fame. They travel all around the country and the world to perform, hoping to leave their audience in awe with their music,
which they clearly accomplished when they came to OLGC on February 2. They sang for nearly an hour and finished to a rousing standing ovation
from students and others in the parish community. I had the blessed opportunity of meeting these kind and extremely talented gentlemen and to ask
them a few questions:
What influenced you to join the Whiffenpoofs?
Joining the Whiffenpoofs is an experience you really cannot get anywhere else. We get to take the whole year off just to do music, which is really,
really cool. Not only do we get to sing all the time, we get to meet a lot of cool new people and go to a lot of cool places. I think this year we have
been to over twenty countries. When we heard about all those interesting aspects, we were like, “Oh, how could you not do that? That sounds like
such a cool thing to do!”
How long has this particular group been together?
This iteration of the group has been singing together since late August. There’s only one year for each group, [and] every single year there’s a
completely new set of Whiffenpoofs. We’re all the same grade. Right now, we are in the process of choosing our replacements. We are about to have
auditions as soon as we get back to campus. They’ll completely replace us for next year’s class.
What advice would you give to people who are trying to aspire to have success in the music industry?
I would say listen to a lot of live music. Go out and see people perform. If you want to be a person on stage, then go see other people perform on
stage. Also, perform yourself. I feel that to get better you need a combination of both practice and consuming a lot of media. Listening to a lot of
music lets you inform your own choices. Just actively listen. There’s a difference between having it on in the background and really listening to it and
trying to comprehend it and why the artist chose a certain rhythm for their music.
Does it take a long time to arrange a song?
It takes a while, just because you have to find a song that you want to arrange. You also need to find a song where the original won’t suffer from the
lack of instruments, because in a cappella we don’t have any instruments to work with. We have to think of songs that would have value just by being
all voices. A good point to mention is that everything that we sing has been arranged by either this group of Whiffenpoofs or a past one. Some other a
cappella groups buy their arrangements off the internet, but everything that we do is our original work. All of the arrangements we have put together
are the ones we have spent hours working on.
What was the experience of the audition process?
You have to sign up for an audition slot because they have auditions each year. Then they do some peer training exercises, and play notes on a piano
and you have to sing them back. They make us practice in a quartet because the person who’s auditioning has to sing with three members of the
previous year’s group to see if they can blend but also hold their own part. There’s also a solo portion to see if you have a good solo voice. All of that
sums up how they evaluate you to be a member of the group. It’s really tough and challenging, with a lot of competition, but it’s worth it.
Spring Unscramble
Riya A., 5th grade

1.
2.
3.
4.

FOWELRS
TEESR
HOYL WKEE
TS APRIC’TKS
YDA
5. RIANOWB
6. UNS
7. GEGS

8. COLREV
9. RDBIRS
10.RCHAM
11.APIRL
12.AYM
13.BNUINES
14.STEARE
15.LCKUY
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CONTD
First Communion
Sophie C., 2nd Grade
First Communion is a special ceremony for our
second graders. It is the first time they get to
taste some of the bread and wine. I always
wondered what they taste like. Since they are
holy they must taste really good.
The second graders are still learning about the
ceremony. The Communion ceremony is full
of symbols. For example, the bread is the body
of Jesus and the wine is Jesus's blood. I think it
will be hard to remember what you've learned
for First Communion. I guess that's why you
have to practice so much.
First Communion also takes a lot of practice
because you want to do your best for God. You
also want to wear your best for God. The girls
wear white dresses and the boys wear suits. I
think the girls love the dresses and the boys
DO NOT love the suits but they can handle it.
Most importantly, First Communion is also
when you get closer to God. Before
Communion, you confess all your sins to the
priest. You can't go to Communion if you
committed a mortal sin unless you repent.
Mortal sins are really bad sins. Don't do those.
I hope that 2nd graders remember their
time getting closer to God.

What’s In Alberta’s Eggs?
Victoria D., 3rd grade
Miss Forbes has a new name—she is now Mrs.
Danielli. Her classroom pet also has a new
name—Albie is now Alberta! Alberta, who is
a Crested Gecko, is still named after St. Albert
the Great (the Patron Saint of Science). In
mid-January, a third grade student in Mrs.
Boyce’s class noticed that there were two eggs
in Albie’s tank. Mrs. Danielli was surprised
because she thought Albie was a boy. So
Albie’s name became Alberta! Students check
Alberta’s tank each day, but the eggs have not
hatched. Mrs. Danielli held the eggs up to a
light, and she thinks they are empty. She could
be wrong! Here are some ideas of what could
hatch from Alberta’s eggs:
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WILDCAT DEBATE
Online Education: Is it any Good?
Chris A., 8th grade
Over time, the human race has continued
evolving with bigger and better technology.
Simple ideas that could have been created in
the Stone Age are now playing a bigger part in
our lives than ever imagined. Take the wheel,
for example. It was first used for small carts to
move raw materials from village to village,
and it is now used on airliners to ship things
around the globe. In fact, we may not realize
the role of something to us until it is taken
away. Another example that we are greatly
dependent on is the internet. So much, in fact,
that some people opt to receive their education
online. But the question is, “Is it sensible?”
Starting many years ago, the idea of online
courses and education has been controversial,
but the advantages have proven to outweigh
the disadvantages greatly.
When we actually stop and look into the idea
of online education, it is possible to see it in a
whole new light. A good starting argument is
the idea of pacing. One of the main problems
with the physical classroom is the differences
in pacing. Not all students are the same. Some
may be struggling to keep up with their peers,
whereas others could feel restricted because of
the pacing of their classmates. Online courses
remove this downside, as it is possible to move
at one’s own pace. With this system, the
students are the ones in charge of their own
schedule. This is a good thing, because only
the single individual can truly know his/her
status. Also, another problem that I see in the
classroom is peer pressure. Peer pressure can
be applied knowingly or unconsciously. When
a student falls behind his/her peers, this person
will feel discouraged. On the flip side, some
students can be pressured for being too smart
or for falling behind. I know firsthand, that this
alone can create a major difference in a
student’s educational experience.
The second major factor in online education is
convenience. Just thinking about it, we can
come to realize the potential of online courses.
In most cases, these courses are accessible
through the web. This makes it possible to
access classes from wherever internet service
is provided. This provides a much larger
landscape for us and our studies. For example,
now it is possible to learn from your home,
from the library, or even from your vacation. A
second supporting point is time and commute.
Every week, I spend a combined 3 1/2 hours in
the car traveling to and from school on
average. That time is equivalent to 5 middle
school class periods. Just imagine all the things
that a person could do in that time. This is
valuable time that is not worth to be wasted. A
final point is the potential for saving money.
When attending courses at physical
classrooms, it creates a more costly process.
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Online Education: Is it any Good?
Continued
The money put in for commute and tuition can
be put toward other things, as physical
classroom tuitions are often higher than online
courses.
Now, in every good argument, there are
advantages as well as disadvantages. One of
the disadvantages that I have observed is the
possibility of cheating. When classes are
taking place without supervision, all kinds of
mayhem can take place. When evaluations
need to be completed, the student might not
even be the one participating. A second
disadvantage is one that does not apply to all
classes, but is still very notable. For classes
that require physical activity, for example art
or hardware engineering, the physical
appearance of an instructor is often times
necessary. A teacher’s expertise in teaching
alone can help boost performance in all
students. One final point is the case of
technical difficulties. Let’s say that your
computer is broken. It is necessary to find
another source fast, or else that day’s session is
ruined.
In conclusion, the online courses can be either
helpful or hurtful. For factors like pacing and
convenience, online classes are the ideal move.
In case of classes containing physical activity,
the better option is the real classroom. But, as
stated before, the advantages have proven to
outweigh the disadvantages by a large amount.
Middle School Poll: What Did You Give Up
for Lent?
Sweetie E., 6th grade
6th grade:
Jacqueline L. – Cupcake 2048 & chocolate
Chloe H. – Dessert
Emilia G. – Doing a kindness (giving
compliments)
Sweetie E. – Soda & snacking
Emmie S. – Sweets
Caroline W. – Trying to be a nicer person
Annie A. – Ice cream
Adrian K. – Cookies
Cecilia P. – Sweets
Bridget H. – Being nicer to siblings
Mallory V. – Chips
Ally P. – Lollipops
Elena F. – Sweets and will clean room more
7th grade:
Stephanie S. – Trying to be more organized
Anna T. – Electronics at night
Catherine J. – Phone
Maddie P. – Tacos
8th grade:
Delilah A. – Soda and Nutella
Nicole K. – After school snacks and YouTube
Greta W. – Sweets
Creegan E. – Chocolate milk
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TEACHER FEATURES SPOTLIGHT
OLGC’s Very Own Hall of Famer!
Kit S., Editor, 8th grade
As some may already know, Sr. Bustamante was inducted into Long Island University’s Athletic Hall of Fame in late January for his great
accomplishments in soccer. This honor is a significant one in that very few people are chosen to be inducted. A committee of current and past
university coaches and administrators selected Sr. Bustamante to be recognized in this special way.
Shortly after arriving in the United States, Sr. Bustamante attended Long Island University (LIU) on a full soccer scholarship. It was clear from
his playing statistics that Sr. Bustamante made a great impact in the sport during his time at LIU. Sr. Bustamante played all 4 years on the
varsity soccer team during his time at the university. It was through hard work and dedication that Sr. Bustamante was awarded with many
honors such as the 1992 First Team All-New York Region, 1993 NSCAA First Team All-American, 1994 Northeast Conference Player of the
Year, and 3 Time First Team All NEC. In addition to these prestigious honors, Sr. Bustamante still holds the LIU record for assists and is still
recognized as one of their top goal scorers.
Also while at LIU, Sr. Bustamante majored in physical education and minored in Spanish. When he first came to the university, he knew little
English. While managing his studies and athletics, a heavy workload for anyone, he also learned English. “It was not easy. I remember every
semester I could only take 12 credits when you usually take 15, as I also had to take ESL (English as a Second Language) classes. I would have
to take my classes at 7 a.m., so that I could then go to training. It took a lot of effort and was very challenging balancing studying and homework
with soccer. I think it is really hard to be a student athlete in college.”
Being inducted into the LIU Athletic Hall of Fame is a great honor for Sr. Bustamante. “I received a call about 2 months ago during class while
I was teaching. When I was able to check my messages, the athletic director explained this great honor. I was so excited, happy, and became
very emotional.”
The LIU Athletic Hall of Fame ceremony was held in Brooklyn, New York this past January over multiple days. While there, Sr. Bustamante
met many LIU Hall of Famers and former professional soccer players. His former LIU coach and teammates were also in attendance to offer
their congratulations. After speaking to the assembly, Sr. Bustamante’s honors were announced. “It is awesome to hear your name in front of so
many people.” Sr. Bustamante was given a Hall of Fame blazer and a plaque with his accomplishment is permanently on display.
We at OLGC are so, so proud of Sr. Bustamante’s recent honor! Thank you for sharing this wonderful experience with us!

Teacher Poll: What was your favorite vacation of all time?
Megan B., 5th Grade
For this edition of Wildcat Tales, I decided to ask a few teachers:
“What was your best vacation of all time?”
Mrs. Etter said, “Alaska.”
Mrs. Molnar also said, “My favorite vacation was to Alaska.”
Mrs. Protacio said, “National Parks and major landmarks road trip from Virginia to Arizona, Colorado, Utah, and Idaho and back.”
Mrs. Luketic said, “My favorite vacation of all time happened last summer when my family went to visit our close friends in Croatia. My husband's
grandparents came to the US from Croatia in the 1920s, so we got to meet some of his distant relatives and see where his family lived. Our
friends took us on a two-week tour of Croatia and we visited Zagreb, Dubrovnik, Trstenik, Starigrad, and Zadar. It is a beautiful country along the
Adriatic Sea and it was very special for my husband to see his ancestors’ country and the small villages where his grandfather lived as a child.”
Mr. Jones said, “Visiting a fourth century church dug into a cliff side above the Nile River where ancient fathers of the earliest churches are buried
and where some believe, and others have been told, that is where the Ark of the Covenant is located. The priests hold on to the oldest practices that
were started by the earliest of Christians. Even without knowing the language, one could feel the presence of the Holy Spirit. That was a moment
where every sight and every sound will be forever embedded into all of me.”
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Are you Smarter than an Eighth Grader?
Chris A., 8th grade

Required Reading
Margaret M., Co-Editor, 8th Grade
In middle school, we have been introduced to books that we are required to read and answer
questions about during the school year. We have to read whatever book the teacher assigns,
and we can spend well over a month on one book. With this type of curriculum, there are
pros and cons. Some of the pros are understanding how to interpret books, learning how to
summarize, and becoming more knowledgeable about classic books. When we read these
required books during the school year, we answer many questions about hypotheses and
other input we have towards the book. We also learn to summarize a chapter when we take
quizzes that focus on the important things in the book that we have read so far. We also have
read classics like Romeo and Juliet and To Kill a Mockingbird, which are helpful later in life
when these classics are brought up in conversation. Some of the cons are that the reading can
be finished during the summer and not at school, many of the children don’t like the book,
and our essay skills are not being used during this. Summer reading is a time where we must
read, too. Instead of reading these required books during the school year, we could read them
in the summer instead of two choice books that don’t become very important to the
curriculum. Additionally, some of the books we read are not liked by the kids. If we are
going to be reading something for an extended amount of time, we should enjoy what we are
reading. Finally, our essay skills, useful in high school, are not being used if we are reading a
book that we may not enjoy. I think that reading these books in the summer is a more
reasonable decision for our middle school.
Easter Word Search
Matthew D., 3rd grade

Somewhere in the world, a helicopter pilot has just
been notified of a case. An injured man is stranded
at sea and he needs to be rescued and taken to a
hospital. The task, however, is not as simple as it
seems. The major issue with this problem is fuel
consumption. The question is when can the pilot
depart from his station to rescue the man as soon as
possible.
As mentioned before, fuel is the key factor of this
problem. The time is 5:30 AM and the injured man
is 400 miles away. His boat is carrying him toward
the station at a rate of 10 mph. The pilot’s
helicopter, which always travels at 150 mph, only
carries 6600 lbs. of fuel and burns 1200 lbs. per
hour. In addition, an extra half an hour is required to
airlift the patient from the boat into the helicopter.
Finally, there is a regulation minimum of at least
one hour of fuel remaining at all times. The pilot has
to take all of these numbers into account and needs
to know the earliest time that he can depart from his
station. Now that we know the name of the game, it
is time to solve.
The most effective way of answering this problem is
by working backwards. We have a total of 6600 lbs.
of fuel. In order to fulfill the helicopter regulation of
1 hour of fuel remaining, eliminate 1200 lbs., which
is the amount of fuel necessary for an hour of flight.
Then, deduct the fuel for the half-hour airlift
process. This brings the total remainder of fuel to
4800 lbs. Now, let us think. The remainder of fuel
earlier discussed is the only fuel left for the actual
flight. A fact to take into consideration is that the
helicopter burns 1200 lbs. of fuel per hour. The total
of 4800 lbs. divided by 1200 lbs. leaves us with 4
hours of flight time. This particular helicopter
always travels at a speed of 150 mph. This means
that when taking the regulations and airlift times
into account, there is a total 600 miles of range.
Because of the two-way flight, the 600 miles must
be split into two 300 mile factors. This means that
300 miles equals 2 hours of flight time, which
equals 2400 lbs. of fuel burned. Simplified, this
means that 150 miles equals 1 hour of flight time,
which equals 1200 lbs. of fuel burned. What do we
know now? The helicopter can only travel 300 miles
in one direction, and the boat is traveling at 10 mph.
So, in the 2 hours it takes the helicopter to travel 300
miles, the boat will travel 20 miles. This combined
together equals the minimum number of miles that
needs to be between the helicopter and the boat as
the chopper takes off. In effect, as the distance
between the helicopter and the boat shrinks to 320
miles, then the pilot can depart from the station. The
time it takes to reduce the distance from 400 miles
to 320 miles is 8 hours, as 80 miles need to be
covered and the boat is traveling at 10 mph. In
conclusion, the pilot must take off at 1:30 PM.
In the end, we have figured out that the pilot must
wait 8 hours for him to conduct the rescue at optimal
pace. We had figured out that from the 6600 lbs. of
fuel total, only 4800 lbs. could be used for flight.
This means that there had to be a 320-mile
difference between station and boat. For the distance
to shrink from 400 miles to 320 miles, there needed
to be an 8-hour delay. So in effect, the pilot must
take off at 1:30 PM.
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DEAR WILDCAT
Letters to “Dear Wildcat” can be dropped off anonymously to the
school office.
Dear Wildcat,
I am very nervous about getting braces. You are so lucky you don't
have to get them. Do you know other kids that got braces on?
First of all, I want you to think about all of the people that already
have braces. Think about all of the smiles they have on their faces.
It can’t be that bad, can it? Maybe you’re worried about not being
able to eat some of your favorite foods. There are hundreds upon
hundreds of foods that you can still eat, and braces encourage you to
explore and try more foods. I do know other kids that got braces; in
fact, one of my very good friends has braces on right now. Don’t be
nervous, just embrace your new you!
Sincerely,
Wildcat

Dear Wildcat,
I cannot write or read like the other kids in my class. I try but it's
just too boring.
Sometimes I just pretend. How do you read?
It is okay if you think writing and reading are boring. To be honest,
sometimes I do, too. However, it is a requirement, so just keep
practicing. Sometimes, you have to shop around to find things to
read that interest you. Once you do that, practice reading a little
each day with those books. Over time, I promise it will become
easier and easier, and one day you will have it mastered. You may
never get to where you love reading or writing, and that is OK. Just
be you; everyone was made different. There are other things that
you will enjoy that others won’t. Don’t let others’ opinions change
who you are!
Sincerely,
Wildcat

Dear Wildcat,
I want to move to another class, it's across the hall and the same
grade. I see other kids do that. How can I do it? Do I just tell my
teacher?
First, think about the reasons you want to move to the other class. If
it is because your best friend is in the other class and you want to be
with him/her, I say don’t do it. Remember, class time is for learning,
not socializing. You will always have lunch time and recess to play
with your friends. Or, do you want to move because you are having
trouble with someone in your class. If so, then you should talk to the
teacher and have them help you sort it out. It’s true that other kids
have switched classes, but there always a good reason behind the
move. Maybe your teacher will think it is a good idea. If not, hang
in there. The end of the school year will be here before we know it!
Sincerely,
Wildcat
Dear Wildcat,
I cannot make middle school honors; I always miss it by a couple
of points. It's so frustrating; don't you think they should change
the number for first and second honors?
I agree that it is hard to get honors. It takes determination and focus.
Just because you don’t get honors in every class doesn’t mean you
didn’t get it in some. Don’t focus upon things you didn’t
accomplish; focus upon things you did. I, however, do not think that
the school should change the number for first and second honors
because it is supposed to be a challenge. If everybody could get it,
then there would be no challenge. It is fun to push yourself to try
harder, but not if you let yourself down if you don’t reach your
goals. Be proud of yourself for what you HAVE accomplished, and
just keep working to be a better you!
Sincerely,
Wildcat
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In the Winter Edition, DEAR WILDCAT had a question for you:
Dear OLGC Family,
This Wise Wildcat needs your help! A few days ago my friend told me she
was having trouble with another friend picking on her and she made me
promise not to tell or do anything about it. She is very sad and I feel like I
need to do something. If I do, it might make her mad and not trust me
anymore with her problems. How can I help my friend without losing her
friendship? What should I do?
This was voted the best response:
First off, your friend is very lucky to have someone care so much about
them! You sound like you are a great and caring friend to have! It can be
difficult to stand up to someone, especially if they are involved in a bullying
activity. However, by doing nothing, it can sometimes cause more damage.
Give your friend some extra support by helping them see all the amazing
things they have going for them right now. As for your role, you can simply
say "STOP" or "Hey, that's not cool," the next time you see it happening. All
it takes is for one person to stand up to a bully and others will catch on, so I
encourage you to BE THE CHANGE!!
Also, encourage your friend to take one of the following steps the next time
they are getting picked on
1. Say very little or do nothing - Do not react to the bully's actions.
2. Change the subject or distract the bully.
3. Laugh or make a joke about the situation.
4. Just walk away and completely ignore the situation.
These strategies will take away the bully's power and give it back to your
friend!
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Comic by Danny R., 3rd grade

ANSWER KEY for the Spring Word
Search,
Mikayla D., 2nd grade
ACROSS:
1. BEE
3. DAISY
4. LEAVES
6. LADYBUG
7. TULIP
8. SQUIRREL
10. SEE
DOWN:
1. BIRDS
2. RABBIT
5. EASTER
8. SPROUT

Comic by Selma K., 3rd grade
ANSWER KEY for the Spring
Unscramble, Riya A., 5th grade
1. CLOVER
2. BIRDS
3. MARCH
4. APRIL
5. MAY
6. BUNNIES
7. EASTER
8. LUCKY
9. FLOWERS
10. TREES
11. HOLY WEEK
12. ST PATRICK’S DAY
13. RAINBOW
14. SUN
15. EGGS

Can you solve these riddles?
Check back in the summer edition for the answers!
1. In a one-story purple house, there was a purple person, a purple cat, a purple fish, a purple computer, a purple chair, a

purple table, a purple telephone, a purple shower– everything was purple!
What color were the stairs?
2. If I have it, I don’t share it. If I share it, I don’t have it. What is it?
3. A horse is on a 24-foot chain and wants an apple that is 26 feet away. How can the horse get to the apple?

